
Transcriptomes

All the parts of a genome that are represented in RNA



Biased:
�expression microarrays (different kinds)
�exon microarrays
�splicing juntion microarrays

Unbiased:Unbiased:
�tiling microarrays

�sequencing approaches
EST
SAGE
CAGE
RNA-Seq



•Expression Microarrays
•Tiling genomic microarrays
•Sequencing methods

RNA transcripts

Depend on the kind of RNA prep from cells:

What a transcriptome analysis tell us 

Depend on the kind of RNA prep from cells:

Total RNA

Poly(A) + fraction

Long RNA

Small RNA

….bound to ribosomes

….bound to a particular protein

….cytoplasmatic vs nuclear

….. 

Depend on the kind of tissue:

Origin

Stage of development

In vitro culture conditions

Pathological status

Individuals

Age

…..



Strong limitations for tiling arrays:

Main problem: unspecific hybridization that can not be controlled 
(theoretically feasible, not practically)

Tiling arrays

minor problem: 5’-end and 3’-end indentified not at the nucleotide 
resolution (unless overlapping probes are used)



CAGE analysis was very important, since it identifies genuine 
Transcription Start Sites (TSS)

The number of CAGE tags identified was much greater than the number 
of mapped genes.

Why ?

• New unidentified genes
• Noncoding RNAs (small and large, see next lectures)

CAGE analysis (5’-end SAGE-like)

• Noncoding RNAs (small and large, see next lectures)
• Antisense transcripts within genes
• Multiple TSS in the same gene, with the same CDS

ATG

50 bp

RNA transcript variants



3’ SAGE suffers the same limitation, i.e. it maps correctly the 3’-end 
but does not identify variant transcripts nor does it link 
unambiguously to a 5’ tag.



review



map to genome or to map to genome or to 
transcript/mRNA database







Are tiling array experimens and RNA-Seq comparable?



How many tags are required? 
(sequencing depth)



Is a method quantitative? How to assess this point? 

Data validation
A number of genes are taken at random, with care that they represent 
all the dynamic range
On the same RNA, they are analyzed by qRT-PCR

Spike-in methodSpike-in method
Some synthetic RNA or cDNA, not represented in the analyte, are 
added to the sample at known concentrations as an internal reference 
standard.



Identification of several unknown T.U,  (transcription units)
� encoding new protein
� noncoding small RNA (20-30 nt)
� noncoding long RNA

From different chromosomal locations:
�Classical protein encoding genes in regions previously “intergenic”
�“Within genes” (intragenic) transcripts in Sense and anti-sense orientation
�Intronic transcripts (S/AS)
�Small 5’ and 3’ transcripts

Some of these RNA functionally classified:Some of these RNA functionally classified:
rRNA
tRNA
Protein-coding RNA
snRNA
snoRNA
Micro-RNA (miRNA) – siRNA – piRNA

Few noncoding “long” RNA with known or suspected function

A plethora of short and long transcripts with unknown functions



Evidence of pervasive transcription derived from high-throughput studies:

-EST libraries
-Tiled microarray analysis
-SAGE analysis
-RNA-seq (deep sequencing)
-CAGE analysis

In the mouse, at least 63% of the genome is transcribed. The majority of 
transcriptional units (TU) do not encode for proteins. 

Throughput                    Da Wikipedia, l'encic lopedia libera.

Nell'ambito delle telecomunicazioni, si intende per throughput
di un link (canale) di comunicazione, la sua capacità di 
trasmissione effettivamente utilizzata. Il “throughput” è la 
quantità di dati trasmessi in una unità di tempo, il secondo.

transcriptional units (TU) do not encode for proteins. 
(Carninci et al., 2005, Science 309:1559-63)

In humans, wide transcription seen in 10 chromosomes, 43% of RNA stay in 
nuclei and are not polyadeylated

(Cheng et al., 2005, Science 308:1149-54)

The ENCODE project results on 1% of the human genome show 93% of the 
genome transcribed in multiple RNAs.

(Birney et al., 2007, Nature 447: 799-816)

Conclusions: there is pervasive transcription and the majority of RNAs do not 
show protein-coding evidence



The notion of pervasive transcription, at the level some studies has 
suggested (see previous slide) is today widely discussed and 
questioned, since many of the unknown trascripts are very low 
level (for example, many intergenic transcripts) and may represent 
“leaky” random transcription.

IMPORTANT: 

Sequencing methods, such as SAGE or Deep-Seq, are  apparently more 
sensitive than microarrays for genes showing very low levels of expression.

However, contamination of the RNA sample by thiny amounts of DNA may 
lead to false positive. 





Gene expression by deep-sequencing

All genome can be re-sequenced starting from known primers by Solexa® -

Illumina technology or other competitor technology.

RNA application (RNA-Seq)

1. RNA extraction from cells or tissues

2. cDNA synthesis from oligo(dT) primers

3. ds cDNA tags ligated to A and B primers

4. all cDNA re-sequenced on a chip (microarray) containing millions of spot 

http://www.illumina.com/documents/products/techspotlights/techspotlight_se

quencing.pdf

4. all cDNA re-sequenced on a chip (microarray) containing millions of spot 

with complementary aA and bB primers

5. sequence is read � table of frequency of each match

How the Solexa-Illumina works



adapter A

adapter B



denature and link

compl. adapter B

compl. adapter A











Sequencing is obtained by using 

flurochrome-labelled reversible terminators



...and so on



A table of reads is generated

(with associated frequency)

then reads are aligned to the 

genome sequence



SDS
sonicate

Cross-link with 
formaldehyde

Anti-YFP antibodies

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)

other proteins bound to DNA

Your favorite protein bound to DNA

YFL

Elute, 
deproteinize

PCR with primers 
specific for your 
favorite locus (if you 
go “gene-by-gene”


